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may be lusty to the British, but it’s still jacket weather to 
me.

So I was filled with expectations when May rolled around.

The dog and I went out to Fort Pulaski.  We encountered 
the first substantial mosquito hatch of the year, one of 
those where a slap on the leg sends a dozen of them off to 
mosquito heaven.  Next, I came down with some sort of 
spring fever.  I don’t mean lassitude, I mean the full fever 
experience; my sinuses ballooned, alternate sweats and chills 
passed through me, and I started using tissues like there 
was no tomorrow.  Briefly, I wondered if one of the Pulaski 
mosquitoes was malaria-bearing, but the whole mess 
backed off quickly and without the help of quinine.  I am 
better now, aside from a raspy cough and a nose that seems 
to compete in a marathon.

I challenge Guinevere, however lively she may be, to be 
lusty with that going on.  Lust is not the sin for those 
circumstances – sloth is.  That’s my favorite sin anyway.

We live in Savannah – the weather that promotes romping 
in the British aristocracy and nostalgia in Stephen Foster 
comes to us earlier and leaves earlier too.  Besides, Foster 
was born in Pittsburgh, and lived for the most part in New 
York.  April showers bring April flowers here.  May flowers 
usually need supplemental watering.

I do like May flowers, so I went to the backyard to water.  
There, I found a turkey vulture hopping around on one leg.  
That didn’t seem like the ideal companion for my over-

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I love pictures of terrible weather.

I’m not alone – many of the better artists pay close 
attention to un- ideal conditions.  Facebook is full of 
pictures of accomplished artists in foul weather gear 
trying to create landscapes.  George Bellows was a master 
of ice chunks floating down the Hudson River and icy 
roads.  Kawase Hasui did calendar prints of snow falling 
on Japanese landmarks, with such accuracy that you 
could tell what kind of storm it was.  There’s a woman 
(her name escapes me) who paints acrylic portraits of 
rain on windshields from the inside, the surroundings 
blurred by the rainfall.   Some of my favorite personal 
photographs were taken out at Tybee in a January pea-
soup fog.  Perhaps I make a visceral connection with 
foul weather pictures – they remind me of some of the 
weather I’ve seen.  Nobody really notices fine weather; it’s 
just background for whatever they’re doing.

Foul weather artists usually sigh sadly when they turn the 
calendar page to May.  May has a reputation for glorious 
weather, and it’s usually justified.  Stephen Foster wrote 
a song about “The Merry, Merry Month of May”, and 
Lerner and Lowe called it “lusty” in their play Camelot.  
There hyperbole there, of course.  Foster’s song came 
out in 1862, when May didn’t really did live up to the 
standard.  Both the Union and the Confederacy were still 
counting casualties from the Battle of Shiloh in April 
(27,000 plus) and McClellan continued his weary and 
ultimately fruitless Peninsula Campaign.  The daily highs 
in London this week were in the low to mid 60’s; that 
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enthusiastic dog, so I tried to shoo it away.  Here’s a pro tip for new residents:  
turkey vultures are large and don’t shoo well, especially gimpy ones.  They tend 
to skulk in the underbrush and wait for you to go somewhere else.  But chasing 
it showed me that the smilax and false grape vines I had ripped out in April had 
reappeared.

This was a weekend, so I called the animal rescue places.  Many did not answer, 
and those that did seemed unenthusiastic about turkey vultures – they’re not 
endangered here.  Then Sloth, my favorite sin, kicked in.  We temporarily 
embargoed the back to the dog and waited.

Overnight, the buzzard remembered it had wings, and left the premises.  There 
is neither the live bird nor mortal remains on the property.  The smilax and false 
grape are still there, but that’s a problem for another day, or maybe a series of 
them.  Afternoon temperatures now do not encourage vine-ripping.

That’s been May for me so far.  Things may improve; this is a great month for 
plein air painting (here) and there is much to see and do.  May you have a better 
June!
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mark it on your calendars . . .

JULY

8, 10
& 11

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday

SAA Gallery Change Out SAA Gallery 
232 Bull Street

AUGUST

31 Friday
Hanging for 
Airport Fall Show  “My Picasso”

Airport Gallery 
10 AM

SEPTEMBER

12 Wednesday General Meeting La Terra Oils

JUNE

13 Wednesday
Airport Show Reception 
“Another Groovy Summer”

Airport Gallery 
6 PM
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member news . . .

Marcee Musgrove’s “Nod to Flannery O’Connor” has been selected to hang in the executive offices at the 
State Capitol as part of the “Art of Georgia” exhibit.  Approximately 100 entries were submitted from artists 
throughout the South Georgia region, and her work stood out as an exceptional representation of contemporary 
Georgia art work.

Marcee also had photography accepted to the “A Sense Of Home”show by Ron Longsdorf at the Jepson Center 
for the Arts. The show will run from April 19th-to October 21, 2018.

Carole Cole won First Place in the recent 
month-long Landings Art Association 
show. Participants were able to hang 
5 pieces and Merrill Lynch clients 
attending the show voted. 

Molly Cusick won second prize. She 
displayed a variety of her photographs 
infused into a coating on aluminum.  She 
also won Honorable Mention for another 
photograph displayed at the April 
Landings Art Association judged show. 

Margie Sone took second place at the 
Landings Art Association Spring Show.

Cathy Sizer won an Art Appreciation Ribbon for her felt at the April 
Honey Horn Show held at the Coastal Discovery Museum property on 
Hilton Head Island.  

She also won a first place ribbon for her Purple Mountain Majesty felted 
shawl created for the LAA judged show. The theme was America the 
Beautiful.

Becky Marcussen is now offering small classes in her new Pooler studio space. Currently, she works with adults 
painting in acrylic and watercolor, and has a youth class using any media on Tuesday late afternoons. On Monday 
afternoons, she teaches a watercolor class at at the Pooler Hobby Lobby. For information or to register please 
phone Becky Marcussen at 217-343-2827. Her website is marcussenmarks.com.
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Member Alice Shapiro treated herself to nice lunch and an afternoon of art.   

She chose Current, on Wilmington Island, for the lunch and the Savannah Art Association Gallery for 
the art appreciation.  She sent us this review. 

ART IN THE AFTERNOON

Under thick white beams spaced appropriately open-air I watched a man wearing a straw hat walking 
back and forth, back and forth as if he were out of place or of a different time. He could have been, I 
imagined, working in a vast, isolated Marshland surrounded by the clear cobalt sky that I too saw while 
focusing my gaze past him sipping lemonade and munching on a beef and goat cheese sandwich. 

Meanwhile the terrace became a vortex of sights and sounds all calling for my attention. I chose not only 
from the menu but from the essence of the moment. What stood out most on this warm, windy morning 
were the flapping of flags. Then came the roar of passing vehicles this way and that, in crescendo and 
in dissolution. I looked back and saw the flames. Moving light mimicking fire within glass lamps were 
dancing on the walls. In the background were people ordering, dishes clanking and laughter.

Interrupting the wilderness of my thoughts was a house situated between the line of trees along the 
highway, self-contained as if it were a starkly electrifying Edward Hopper painting The Current Kitchen 
restaurant waitress boxed the half sandwich I couldn’t finish. I grabbed a to-go menu and headed in my 
Uber car toward the SAA gallery on Bull Street.

Greeted by piped-in classical music and the respectful ambiance which feels true to the traditional spirit 
of historic Savannah I was warmly welcomed and proceeded to view the art inside this 4-room white 
cube gallery. Not knowing what connections I might make between my “art of life” dining experience and 
the art created by SAA members, I noticed a framed mixed media by Beverly Baynes titled “Brother Can 
You Spare A Dime?” The painting depicts two men wearing hats in a marsh-like landscape. Voila! I had 
found the mysterious wanderer from outside the Current Kitchen but now his feeling of belonging was 
complete as he interacted with another. Life brings together the elements of lost and found. This must be 
my metaphor showing how art and life expresses completion. Moving along to gather an expanded vision 
of the art, I found two more works embodying the essence of my Current Kitchen experience: through 
their realistic capturing of subtle mood and color, a seascape photograph by Ed Eckstrand titled “Rise” 
and a framed acrylic by Gail Quinn titled “Savannah Marsh” summed up the totality of both places.

So enamored by the day’s discoveries I proceeded home to ponder my impressions. In the midst of 
drawing I suddenly realized I had left the half sandwich in the gallery’s kitchen! How fun that it too 
might find its other place.

gallery review . . .


